
HCA Meeting July 15th 
 

Parties present: Jerry Ng (GSC Vice President), Lucio Milanese (HCA Chair), 
Shannon Moreno (OCH), Jonathan Behrens (HCA Chair), 
Allison Lee, Denise Tellbach (Westgate + Advocacy), Melanie 
(warehouse), Alex Prather (ScrapIt), Rishabh Datta 
(Sustainability), Belen Saldias (SidPac), Zachary Newman 
(Transportation), Jiayue Wang (Edgerton), Mohammad Islam 
(Wellness) 

Attendance (individuals):   

Date/Time:  July 15 

Notetaker: Jonathan Behrens 

Agenda: Subcommittee Updates/Collaborations with dorms: 
Sustainability (with special guest Alexandra presenting on 
interesting potential project) 
Off-campus 
Family 
iRefs 
Wellness 
Advocacy 
Transportation 
Housing and COVID policies for summer and Fall. 
Discussions, concerns. 
1. Termination process for resistances who would like to move 
out of the dorm due to the no-guest policy 
2. Update on the move-in and move-out procedure & test 
requirements 
3. Financial aid and other resources for student moving out of 
the dorm 
Updates on Graduate Housing Working group 
Open floor 

 
Notes by agenda item: 

Point 1: Sustainability (with special guest Alexandra presenting on interesting potential 
project) 

Alex: ScrapIt is getting more people to participate in curbside composting. Methane from 
landfills is a big issue. Many cities have composting, but have very low participation rates. 
One approach is fines but it is very unpopular. 
 



What we’re trying to do is gamify curbside composting. Looking for 1-2 dorms to experiment 
and see whether we can increase participation. Talking to Ruth Davis. Here to see if dorms 
are interested in working with us. 
 
Lucio: How would this look like on the ground? 
 
Alex: We have 2 models in the app. One for single households, and the other for 
dorms/shared living. In terms of collaboration, we’re looking for dorms looking to iterate on 
this. Pretty organic right now. 
 
Denise: Had issues with people sorting waste correctly, but could try. 
 
Alex: When people separate food waste, there’s a lot of contamination. Going to connect with 
Denise offline. 
 
Belen: SidPac also might be interested. 
 
Jiayue: Recently elected new environmental chair. Wanted to double check about the recent 
GSC sustainability committee, are you checking with them? 
 
Alex: Have a call this weekend, but will check back. 
 
Allison: We also have composting systems, but struggle with appropriate sorting. 
 
Alex: What are participation rates? 
 
Allison: Some are very involved, but don’t know if it is just a handful of people. Not sure 
about data collection. 
 
Alex: Some people are very excited, but most people aren’t aware of the problem.  
 
Lucio: Going forward, we also have a home in the GSC for these sorts of initiatives. 

Point 2: Subcommittee Updates 

Sustainability 
Rishabh: Following up from the last meeting, we talked about creating a common platform. 
We’ve reached out to different dorms, and tried to get reps to sign up for the mailing list. List 
is the primary source of information. Got some responses, need to check whether any are 
missing. 
 
Second thing is the SolveIt fund that will happen in August. Subcommittee manages the 
sustainability fund, which sponsors projects. Instead of applications via form, we are doing an 
event. People who are interested can come and discuss their ideas during an online session, 
and the ideas that come out of it can be funded. Probably between Aug 12 and Aug 28. 



 
Reached out to orientation. Want to advertise via them, and don’t want a conflict with another 
event. I know in the past, we usually have events where you can advertise your committee. 
Not sure whether this is happening this year. 
 
Lucio: Not sure, but if orientation is online we might want to do something like that. 
 
Jerry: Ask orientation committee 
 
Mohammad: Talking about GSC resource fair. Would be good to see how that translates to 
virtual. 
 
Rishabh: Will keep HCA updated on when/how event is happening 
 
Lucio: What channels to promote? 
 
Rishabh: Probably through the anno + dorms, but haven’t started yet. Also, the office of 
sustainability. Have to finalize some details before advertising  
 
Lucio: grad-dorm-officers@mit.edu and gradadmins@mit.edu are good for this. First goes to 
dorm leadership, and second to department administrators. Can probably reach 50+% of the 
grad population this way. 

OCH 
Shannon: Have identified a OCH co-chair. But looking for 1-2 more. If you know anyone, let 
HCA know. This is the last meeting by current OCH leadership. Having a training session with 
the new co-chair this Friday. 
 
Also conducted a survey with off campus housing to see what people wanted/needed. People 
disliked exclusive events through a waitlist. Wanted larger events. Wanted to meet grad 
students closer to their communities. Would take creativity to create larger events to bring 
more people together. Challenging to accommodate given $5k-7k budget and other logistics. 
 
Lucio: Thanks for your service! Grad admins list might be good for recruiting. Will be lots of 
announcements given advocacy and everything, but that’s good. 

Family 
Lucio: Being kick-started. Haven’t had a chance to plan ahead yet, but maybe you could tell 
HCA your key priorities? 
 
Jose: Main things is to increase transparency with how housing deals with things. Get a voice 
for families for those who aren’t living in family dorms so want more communication channels. 
Main things for now, but sure will have more throughout the year. 
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iREFS 
Lucio: No one from iREFS present 
 
Mohammad: Goal is to coordinate with Wellness + iREFS. Will get in contact with each 
dorm’s wellness officer. Also reach out to administrators: Lauren, REFS program oversight, 
etc. This is the main priority for the subcommittee. 
 
Belen: Wellness officer at SidPac was asked to join slack workspace. Is that happening?  
 
Mohammad: It would be good to contact us by email, we don’t have a slack. 

Advocacy 
Denise: Last friday was first kick-off meeting. Actively recruiting members. 3 tasks: 

● Families + sub-12 month appointees to eliminate financial distress 
● New cost of living survey 
● Make sure new grad dorm isn’t a disaster 

 
Mohammad: What is the timeline for the new dorm? 
 
Lucio: Not sure. 
 
Jonathan: Focus groups to start around the end of the month. 
 
Lucio: Denise, would you be ok joining the pilot? 
 
Denise: Have time for meeting next week, after that will depend on when the meetings are 
scheduled. 

Transportation 
Zach: Transportation committee hasn’t met yet, but should soon. Will know landscape soon. 
Got early draft of a documentation for orientation that will be a transportation guide with 
pandemic caveats. Virtual bike safety event in the fall. 

Point 3: Housing and COVID policies for summer/fall 

Lucio: Termination process question if people want to move out due to no guest policy? 
 
Jiayue: The guest policy is not decided yet, so I’d like to raise 2 points: (1) we still kept 
receiving feedback to update guest policy. (2) What resources can we give to residents if they 
want to leave. If they cancel within 30 days there is no penalty. Are there financial sources to 
seed moving out costs? Since now is a hard time for off campus housing. Are there resources 
to help with this? 



 
Lucio: If final policy is no guests then we might have some leverage. But housing has 
incentives for people not to move out (less rent).  
 
Jerry: Could possibly get funding through hardship grant? Untested for things not stipend 
related. 
 
Allison: Housing is waiving termination for Sept and Oct. It only extends for those months. 
Rent will be changed again starting in September. 
 
Jonathan: Off campus rent market actually slightly better 
 
Jerry: Fall in rent partially due to AirBnB 
 
Belen: Residents wonder, is there any place to find policies that MA established and 
Cambridge established. How they might be different than MIT 
 
Jerry: https://www.mass.gov/info-details/covid-19-updates-and-information Cambridge is also 
different: https://www.cambridgema.gov/covid19 MIT: 
https://studentlife.mit.edu/%3Cnolink%3E/mit-covid-19-response/graduate-residence-halls/up
dated-emergency-housing-policies-guidelines 
 
Belen: SP does SP More every year. For outgoing residents to give away belongings they do 
not want. Haven’t decided whether it will happen this year, but residents are asking about it. 
Do other dorms do this and have guidelines? 
 
Allison: Might be worth talking to residences. Housing cares mostly about fast turnaround for 
move out.  
 
Denise: How would dorms get it to the furniture exchange? 
 
Allison: Could there be a single pickup they do? 
 
Rishabh: UA has a trash to treasure program. Tried to extend to grad dorms, but not sure if it 
is still happening. 
 
Denise: Also reuse@mit.edu email. Can email list, and people email back if interested. 
 
Lucio: For SP, if you want to do something like this again, there are some concerns but also 
some ways that it could be done safely. 
 
Denise: At westgate most common rooms in the basement. Can’t open them due to 
guidelines from housing. Do other dorms have this issue? 
 
Jerry: This is a 9am frequent topic. We’ll do a GSC wide communication about this soon 
 
Jiayue: Currently thinking about no guest policy. Assume that when people move in they’ll 
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need furniture and might want family/movers to help. Is there guidance? Can we make this 
process safer/more efficient 
 
Lucio: External and professional help both allowed. 
 
Jiayue: No restrictions if they let the front desk know? 
 
Denise: Also need to coordinate with roommates / house manager 
 
Lucio: Are you all hearing the same concerns about guest policies? Or is it concentrated in 
Edgerton? 
 
Denise: Heard complaints about guest policy being ignored. 
 
Belen: Talking about allowing up to one guest / resident. But they would need to be in the 
room. What if people bring a different guest every day? 
 
Jerry: Discussion has been going on for a month. Talk has been about a single fixed guest 
per resident. Maybe up to 3. 
 
[...] 
 
Belen: Do we know when guest policy will be decided? 
 
Lucio: Not sure 
 
Jerry: Soon. Sooner than last week. GSC now has the paper. Within the next month it should 
be available 

Point 4: Graduate Housing Working Group 

Jonathan: This working group makes recommendations with a big impact on grad housing. 
Grad students have significant representation so we can make a big impact. Get in contact 
with HCA chairs or GSC officers if you are interested! 

 
 
 
 
 


